Let’s learn about the letter sound Nn
(long sound ….. tongue touching roof of mouth)

We could learn about parts of our body beginning with the sound Nn.
Nose, nails, neck, knee (it’s the sound we are thinking about, opposed to the spelling!), necklace,
What you need is:
-

a piece of paper to draw a picture of a body on
print out pictures of noses, knees, neck, finger nails, necklaces, knickers
a bag or box to place the printouts in ……. Put a big Nn on the bag or box as a visual aide.

What to do:
You could draw around your child, (that’s so much fun …. They love it!!) and then ask them to fill in
the facial features first. Then show them your bag of pictures. Make it exciting … ‘Oooooh I wonder
what well find in my bag today!!” Let your child pick the first picture out and name it together ……
Nn for nails, nose etc and get your child to try to place it in the correct position on the picture of
their body. Each time they place it down, repeat “that’s right, you’ve put the nose in the correct
position). You should end up with a body full of pictures.
You could, before delving into the bag, ask your child if they could think of any body parts beginning
with the sound Nn and then see if they are in your bag. Gets them thinking first.
Extension
Drawing around someone else (encouraging correct hold of the pen). Add clothes. They could make
them out of leaves or material or draw them on themselves!!!
Talking about the differences and similarities of people …. Colour of hair, skin, sizes, languages
spoken around the world, the types of clothes worn in different countries.

Have fun with it.

Nn

